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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are responsible for optimizing a global MPLS WAN. You must
determine the optimal MPLS forwarding paths and automate the
provisioning of the forwarding paths into the network Which
Juniper Networks SDN solution will satisfy the requirements?
A. NorthStar Controller
B. Contrail
C. Policy Enforcer
D. Network Director
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Examine the Exhibit to view the structure of and indexes for
the EMPLOYEES and DEPARTMENTS tables:
EXAMINE the SQL statement and its execution plan:
Which two statements are correct regarding the execution plan?
A. Step 2 is performing nested operation on JOB_ID column of
the JOBS table, which is the driven table and the EMPLOYEES
table is the driven table.
B. The performance of the query can be improved by creating
bitmap index on the JOB_ID column of the EMPLOYEES table.
C. In step 2 for every row returned by the JOBS table matching
rows from the EMPLOYEES table are accessed.
D. Step 1 is performing nested loop operation on the
DEPARTMENT_ID column of the DEPARTMENTS table, which is the
driven table and results returned by step 2 in the driving
resultset.
E. The performance of the query can be improved by creating
bitmapped index on the DEPARTMENT_ID column of the EMPLOYEES
table.
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
As per exhibit:
B, not A, Not C: First isline 5executed, followed by line 4,
followed by line 3.
Step 2 is line 4.
E: The Department_ID column has lower cardinality compared to
the JOB_ID column, so it is better suited for a bitmapped
index.
Note: *Oracle bitmap indexes are very different from standard
b-tree indexes. In bitmap structures, a two-dimensional array
is created with one column for every row in the table being
indexed. Each column represents a distinct value within the
bitmapped index. This two-dimensional array represents each
value within the index multiplied by the number of rows in the
table.
At row retrieval time, Oracle decompresses the bitmap into the
RAM data buffers so it can be rapidly scanned for matching
values. These matching values are delivered to Oracle in the
form of a Row-ID list, and these Row-ID values may directly
access the required information.
*The real benefit of bitmapped indexing occurs when one table
includes multiple bitmapped indexes. Each individual column may
have low cardinality. The creation of multiple bitmapped
indexes provides a very powerful method for rapidly answering
difficult SQL queries.
*Oracle bitmap indexes are very different from standard b-tree
indexes. In bitmap structures, a two-dimensional array is
created with one column for every row in the table being
indexed. Each column represents a distinct value within the
bitmapped index. This two-dimensional array represents each
value within the index multiplied by the number of rows in the

table.
At row retrieval time, Oracle decompresses the bitmap into the
RAM data buffers so it can be rapidly scanned for matching
values. These matching values are delivered to Oracle in the
form of a Row-ID list, and these Row-ID values may directly
access the required information.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You realize that it is important to manage and remove log and
diagnostic files so that you do not run out of storage space.
Which three statements are true about managing log and
diagnostic files?
A. The cleandblogs script uses a configuration file named
cleandblogs.cfg to determine how long to retain each kind of
log or diagnostic file. You must edit this file to set the
initial retention values for each log and diagnostic file.
B. You must edit the cleandblogs script file to specify which
files should be deleted when the script runs.
C. Database deployments that host a single-instance database
include a script file named cleandblogs that runs automatically
once a week to remove log and diagnostic files.
D. The cleandblogs script uses a configuration file named
cleandblogs.cfg which specifies default retention values for
various log and diagnostic files.
E. Database deployments that host a single-instance database
include a script file named cleandblogs that runs automatically
once a day to remove log and diagnostic files.
F. The cleandblogs script uses a configuration file named
cleandblogs.cfg to determine how long to retain each kind of
log or diagnostic file. You can edit this file to modify the
default retention values for each log and diagnostic file.
Answer: D,E,F
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/database-dbaas-cloud/csdb
i/manage-log-and-diagnostic-files.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
Once a zone has been installed, which three resource types can
be added without requiring the zone to be reinstalled? (Choose
three.
A. net
B. device
C. zone name
D. fs
E. zonepath
F. inherit- pkg-dir
Answer: A,B,D
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